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Abstract-
The problem of piecewise
 continuous elastic 
foundations is analyzed. Sol
utions are developed for 
straight and circular beams 
supported by them. Here a 
piecewise continuous foundatio
n reacts as a nonlinear but 
piecewise continuous, piecewis
e linear function of beam 
displacement. 
The solution technique most
 rigorously developed, 
solves numerically the governi
ng differential equations 
for discrete zones of simil
ar displacement by matching 
conditions across the zone's 
boundaries. The program 
iteratively modifies the bo
undary locations until the 
solution is judged to converge. The pr
ogram is verified 
by solving second and fou
rth order boundary value 
problems for which exact solut
ions can easily be found. 
An example treated is a straig
ht beam on an elastic 
foundation which reacts In c
ompression only. Solutions 
for displacement and bending m
oment are given graphically 
for parameters which give 
rise to two zones 'of 
noncontact, as well as f
or parameters representing 
railroad tracks. These solutio
ns are very similar to 
apparently decreases with a
n increasing 
noncontact zones. 
number of 
A second example treated ls
 a bicycle wheel. The 
1 
wheel rim is modeled as a curved beam while the spokes 
are treated as a continuous support for the rim. The 
ground reaction is a concentrated load. The phenomenon of 
spoke pretension release gives rise to a piecewise 
continuous foundation. Solutions are developed for a 
typical wheel assembly with and without loss of spoke 
pretension. For the cases examined, bending stresses in 
the rim dominate. Fallur~ of spokes due to catastrophic 
lqading is judged unlikelv. Loss of spoke tension under 
the conditions examined does not necessarily lead to over 
stressing the wheel rim. The role of reslliancy in the 
performance of a bicycle wheel ls discussed and 
suggestions for further investigation made. 
2 
l.: INTRODUCTION 
The subject of ela~t!c foundations is
 well covered 
in the 11 terature. Beams, r !n
gs, plates and shells have 
all been analyzed with the e
ffect of an elastic support 
included. Heteny1 C 1) and Tlmoshenk
o (2) are two who 
have contributed much to th
e study. Most information 
available is derived by assumi
ng the foundation to be a 
simple Winkler type. Notably 
not much attention has been 
paid to the rather common case
 of a piecewise continuous 
foundation. 
A.n elastic piecewise con
tinuous foundation• s 
reaction varys discretely over 
the edge or surface of the 
structure supported. There
fore, although it can be 
linear in discrete zones, 
the reaction is overall 
nonlinear. 
Here the foundation constant v
arys as a piecewise 
continuous function of 
the supported structure• s 
displacement. The f 1rst case e
xamined 1s a straight beam 
resting on a foundation which 
reacts in compression only. 
A railroad track is analyzed. 
In this model the rails 
-end-t-1-e.s-)ar.e..- .. th~. __p~~-!!' .. c .. ~ the ro
ad bed ts the elastic 
.... -
·-
.. --...
r>::~ ---...-
u,--. .. s-~---~ -···-·--.............. -
foundation. The second casP- e
xamined is a circular beam 
on a piecewise continuous found
ation. A bicycle whee 1 is 
analyzed. The rim is mod
eled as a curved beam, and the 
spokes as a continuous elastic
 support. The road loading 
3 
is modelled as a concentrated force acting on the rim and 
1s reacted out through the spokes. 
Other cases of interest to which the general 
technique could be applied are ~torage tanks on concrete 
pads and certain beam girder applications. 
4 
2.· STRAIGHT BEAMS ON PIECEWISE CONTINUOUS ELASTIC 
FOUNDATIONS 
Some work on the problem of railroad tracks has been 
carried out by KerrC3). A general analysis of beams on 
foundations which react in compression only has been 
carried out by Weitsman(4). These models allow onlY one 
region of separation, or noncontac:t. It was the 
objective here to formulate models which allow multiple 
regions of discontinuity. 
2.1 FORMULATION OF EXACT SOLUTION 
The problem of a beam on a foundation which reacts 
in compression only is illustrated below in Figure 1. 
Shown is a uniformly loaded semi-infinite beam subjected 
to a vertical point load at the left end. 
is considered to displace elastically 
The foundation 
as a Winkler 
foundation in the positive y direction but has no effect 
if the beam deflects in the negative y direction. The 
hatted x s indicate the x coordinate of the zero 
displacement or crossing points. Each zone of contact or 
noncontact is given a unique coordinate system with its 
origin at the left end of the zone where the deflection 
is zero. The exception is the first zone. The 
sequentially subscripted x's serve as the x axis 
coordinate for each coordinate system. 
5 
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F1~VR£ 1. P/£(EW15£ CONTl1'JUOU6 BEAM 
AkJD RtS£R£Nc.t: 5YST£M 
The governing differential equation for the regions of 
contact is 
(1) 
Where ! is the distributed spring constant of the 
foundation, and (j distributed load. For the regions of 
noncontact ~ = o · therefore 
(j (2) 
is the governing equation. 
The solution to the first equation is then, 
- X b -X X +d X .._ U.= D +°' e C05X+ e 61nx+c.ec.0ox e: vlY\X (3) 
er 
where the nond1mens1onal var !ables t,::: 4-i\4EI, . L{-= "'-:J. and 
6 
.!_ 
are used, and A= E!. • The variables a,b,c,and 
d, are arbitaray constants to be determined 
by matching 
the boundary conditions. 
The procedure used to find a solution 
then was 
~imllar to that outlined by KerrC3). A solution and 
its 
derivatives for each region along the bea
m was written 
using the unique coordinate system for 
each region. 
Applying conditions at the extreme left end,
 
~. J ::.o dxu 
X:o 
0 
o d~Uol -= 2P '° d x! X•O 
0 
The condition that the displacement 
and all its 
derivatives go to zero at inf1n1 ty requires 
that for the 
region beyond the last zone of noncontact th
e solution be 
Additional relationships necessary in the 
solution 
of this problem are derived by equating
 the slope, 
moment, and shear of adjacent regions, at the points o
f 
zero displacement. Thus at each crossing p
oint, 
u ... - 0 
·UJ = o 
7 
(5.a) 
(5.b) 
du.., 
:: d ~l (!:>.c) dx d X 
z 2 dur 
-
Q..!&1 (=>.d) d xz. - d )(z 
?> • 3 du\" ciYz (5.e) - -d x? - d x?, 
Here the subscripts rand 1 designate equations which are 
applicable to the zones on the right and left hand sides 
of the zero crossings respectively. The general scheme 
is outlined and equations are given in Appendix A. 
For any arbitrary set of O , £:I , and A there 
should be a specific number of noncontact zones, which 
When the above outlined equations are generated, will 
Yield a solution. These equations can be broken down 
into the same number of equations as unknown region 
boundaries. These simultaneous equations can then be 
solved 
software. 
numerically using widely available computer 
A general outline of the relationship of the 
unknowns and equations is shown below in Figure 2. The 
numbers in squares represent the known equations. These 
8 
are the boundary conditions at x=o.o and the five 
equations Sa•e. The numbers are shown at the boundaries 
to which they apply. The circled numbers represent the 
unknowns. One unknown, which is related to the length of 
the zone to its left, occurs at each crossing point. The 
four additional unknowns in each zone are constants of 
inte9ration. 
© 
© CD 
@ 
NJ. 
CD CD 
© 
[fil @J 
CD CD 
© 
Fl~URE Z. C.RAPHICAL R£LATION!>HlP 
OF K/.JO~k!5 AND UNKNOWIJ!J 
It can be seen that the number of unknowns will 
exactly match the number of equations regardless of the 
number of noncontact zones. 
9 
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2.2 NUMERICAL. APPROACH 
The second, and here the most rigorously applied 
technique of solving for beams on piecewise continuous 
elastic foundations, involved a purely numerical 
approach. This procedure utilized an existing computer \ 
code developed by Updike, which solves the governing 
system of linear differential equations by the 
Runga•Kutta method. In this program the beam is broken 
up into a certain number of segments. Then, starting at 
the left end of the beam, N+1 initial value problems are 
solved for each segment. Here N is one half the number 
of differential equations in the system being solved. 
Back substitutions are carried out to obtain the complete 
solutions at the segment boundaries. Forward integration 
of the initial value problems then develops the solutions 
at desired points along the structure. 
The execution of the program, once the applicable 
differential equations have been supplied, was straight 
forward. N boundary conditions for each end of the 
integrated length were supplied, these conditions were 
chosen so as to preclude trivial solutions or 
unconstrained rigid body motions. The number of segments 
and the number of data points per segment were both 
supplied with care taken to ensure that the integrated 
lengths were short enough so that the program could step 
10 
through the integration ~lthout spending much time and/or 
give inaccurate answers. 
2.2.1 VERIFICATION AND RESULTS OF NUMERICAL SOLUTION 
Verification of the computer code was carried out by 
using it to solve certain second and fourth order 
differential equations. The system 
d ,. (x) = y (x) d X 2. (~) 
which has a solution consisting of the sine and cosine 
functions, was successfully run as a first test case. A 
sample of the test results are shown below in Table 1. 
The boundary conditions chosen were 
Y, {-rr) = o 
corresponding to 
Y, (x) = 51nx 
I 
For several points along the ·x axis, the computer 
solution is given with the exac~ solution below in 
parentheses. For the segment and increment chosen the 
results agree within a fraction of one percent with the 
11 
exact values. 
X (Radians) y y 
o .• oo o.oo 1.00 
(0.00) (1.00) 
0.6283 o.ssa 0.8089 
(0.5881) (0.8089) 
1.256 0.9511 0.3088 
(0.9511) (0.3090) 
1.571 0.9999 o.oo 
C1. 00) (0.00) 
2.199 0.0090 -0.5881 
(0.8090) C•0.5881) 
3.141 o.oo -0.9999 
(0.00) c-1.00> 
TABLE 1. SINE•COSINE SOLUTION 
The differential equations for a beam on elastic 
foundation can be derived by examining an element of the 
beam as a free body. Summing the forces and moments and 
employing Hooke's Law, as well as defining the slope as 
(:3 leads to the equations of the right hand side below. 
These equations may be combined to form the single fourth 
order differential equation (Equation Cl)). More 
conveniently they can be left as a set of four first 
order equations. 
Additionally assigning D as the differential 
d 
operator dx , and recognizing that displacement, slope, 
12 
bending moment, and shear can be written as separ~te 
functions of x yields, 
(8) 
d1 = .£_ d X e .:C. -+ .{9). 
Qo) 
(II) 
Here 'b is the uniform beam loading (or weight) J,.. ls 
the foundation modulus and rn is an operator described 
below. The functions Y. , 't'2 ·, Y~, and 
displacement, slope, bending moment 
Y4 represent 
and shear 
respectively. 
Verification of the code with differential equations 
for beams, was accomplished by analyzing several 
different support and load conditions. Presented first 
ls a simply supported beam case. The results of 
analyzing an infinite beam on elastic foundation are 
presented near the end of this section. 
Table 2 gives results for a uniformly loaded simply 
supported beam with no elastic foundation. The loading 
as well as beam material and sectional values were 
13 
arbitrarily chosen. The position along the x axis is 
given in the first column, it is followed by columns 
containing deflection, slope, bending moment and finally 
shear. Below the computer generated data are, in 
parentheses, the corresponding exact solutions. In this 
case all computer solutions are accurate to the number of 
significant digits carried. All signs are correct, and 
symmetry-antisymmetry relationships are held. 
X (m) Y, (n") y y (N·m) y (M) 
o.oo .o.oo .4166X10-I o.oo -.s 
o.oo (0.00) c • 41 6 6 x 1 0-1 l (0.00) c-.s> 0.10 .40B8x1 o·~ • 3935x 10-1 
-.045 -.4 0.10 C.408Bx10·1 , (.3993x10-I) C•.045) c-.4> 0.20 • 7733x10-1. • 3 300x 10-1 
-.080 -.3 0.20 c. 7733x1 o·z., ( • 3 3 0 0 X 1 O·I ) c-.oao> c-.3> 0.30 .1 os 9x 1 o·• • 2361x10·1 
-.105 -.2 0.30 C.1059x10'1 ) ( • 2 3 6 7 X 1 o·I) c-.1os> c-.2> 
o.so .1302xt 0· 1 o.oo -.125 o.oo 
o.so c • 1 3 o 2 x 1 o-• > (0.00) c-.12s> C0.00) 
o.ao • 7733x10-1 -. 3300x 10·1 
-.oao .3 
o.so C. 7733x10-1 ) c-. 3300x 10·1 > c-.oao> (.3) 
1.00 o.oo .416 7x 10-1 o.oo .s 1.00 (0.00) c-.4167xt0" 1) C0.00) c.s, 
TABLE 2. SIMPLY SUPPORTED BEAM VERIFICATION 
The numerical technique of solving for a beam on a 
piecewise continuous elastic foundation Involved first 
solving a continuously supported beam such as the one 
shown below in Figure 3. The positive y axis was down and 
the positive x axis to the right. P represents a point 
14 
load at the origin. 
FIC:iURe 3. 5£MT-I~Fl~ITE. BEAM 
o· N ELA.5TJC FOUAJDAT I OJJ 
The boundary conditions chosen for the left end of the 
beam were point loading and no slope, 
Y .. (x) = p 
the latter satisfys inflni te beam conditions. The simply 
supported condition is used at the right end. 
The beam length ,R was chosen by setting 
.a )~4 £= nTr/7'. ., where again /\= UTI ls the beam 
characteristic, and n ls the number of cycles in the 
deflection curve of the beam. The variable n was 
chosen such that all zones of noncontact were within the 
length of the beam which was away from the effects of the 
simply supported boundary condition approximation of 
infinite length. The length of the beam was limited by 
the economic necessity of not generating excessive data. 
A good starting point was found to be ri = 20 to t'l_·= jO. 
Once the solution for the continuously supported 
15 
load at the origin. 
Fl6URE 3. 5£Mt-I~FJ~ITE BEAM 
ON ELA5TIC. FOUAJDAT I OA.1 
The boundary conditions chosen for the left end of the 
beam were point loading and no slope, 
y.f (x) = p 
I 
the latter satisfys infinite beam conditions. The simply 
supported condition is used at the right end. 
The beam length ,R was chosen by setting i= nir/'"A .,. J. f4 where again Jv= UE'I ls the b.eam 
characteristic, and t'\ is the number of cycles in the 
deflection curve of the beam. The variable n was 
chosen such that all zones of noncontact were within the 
length of the beam which was away from the effects of the 
simply supported boundary condition approximation of 
infinite length. The length of the beam was limited by 
the economic necessity of not generating excessive data. 
A good starting point was found to be Yl = 20 to t'l_:: 'j0" 
Once the solution for the continuously supported 
15 
beam was obtained, a comparison of the solutions at 
adjacent boundaries was made. If they were not within a 
few percent of each other the number of segments, or the 
number of data points per segment were increased, and the 
problem rerun. Any zones along the x axis having a 
negative displacement were defined to be free from the 
elastic foundation for subsequent iterations. This was 
accomplished by setting M: o in Equation C 11) above for 
the noncontact zones. This technique ls shown 
graphically in Figure 4 below. A displacement curve with 
two zones of noncontact, that might be generated during 
one computer iteration is shown, the sketch below it is 
the beam model Which would be analyzed on the next 
-------
iteration. 
I I X 
I I I 
I I I 
I 
~Of.J- I k.lOkl- I I I l ~ COtJTAC.T 4 ~ C.O~TACT~ 
I ZONE I I lOAJE I 
I I I I 
X=O.O X 
.Y 
€LAST.IC FOUNATIOJJ 
l=-"/~URt 4-. l=OLHJDATION REMOVAL oCHE:ME 
Results of analyses of beams loaded as in Figure 3, 
and the same beams with converged piecewise continuous 
foundations are given in Tables 3, 4 and 5 as well as 
16 
Figures s and 6. These tables give only a certain 
representative number of data points, while the curves 
cover the entire length of the beam analyzed. 
The first case given in Table 3 and 4 and Figure 5 
uses parameters P , ~ , £I , and · g · which correspond 
to those that might be encountered in a cross tie 
railroad track subjected to typical engine wheel loads. The assumption that the rail alone liits off the track bed was used. Values for the parameters were taken from 
a paper by Kerr (3). 
In Table 3 the computer generated values for the 
case of a Winkler type foundation are given first. Below 
these numbers the exact solutions are shown in parentheses. It can be seen the majority of computer generated values err by less than 1% from the closed form 
solutions. As would be expected, accuracy began to break down as the simply supported right end was approached. From these results it would appear that the code was 
operating properly for the case of beams on elastic foundation. 
Table 4 contains data generated by allowing the piecewise continuous condition. Selected values developed by Kerr are presented in parentheses below the 
values to which they correspond. Only one region of 
noncontact results from the parameters used. The maximum 
17 
moment of 28.8 kN m slightly exceeds the Winkler 
foundation value of 28.5 kN m and compares fairly well 
with Kerr•s value of approximately 30.0 kN m. The maximum 
deflections were very close for all three types of 
analysis. The same was true for the shear forces in the 
Winkler and piecewise continuous foundations. 
Table 5 contains data on a converged piecewise 
continuous foundation with an arbitrary set of parameters 
P ., ~ , £I , and g • These parameters where chosen 
such that two regions of noncontact result. 
The maximum moment and deflection were about 5 % 
greater than those values found with a Winkler 
foundation. The difference between maximum positive and 
negative moments was about 5 % less for the piecewise 
continuous case. 
Plots of the railroad track data are given in 
Figures Sa and Sb. The load was applied at x=o.o for all 
plots. Figure Sa gives the variation of moment along the 
·rail's length, for both the piecewise continuous and 
traditional Winkler foundation cases. Figure Sb gives 
the deflection curves in the same manner. 
Figure 6a is a plot of the variation of moment along 
the x axis for the parameters giving two zones of 
noncontact. Again a Winkler foundation is compared to 
the piecewise continuous foundation. Note that as might 
18 
be expected for a length of beam supported in such a way, 
the variation of moment was linear for the zone out of 
contact with the foundation. Figure 6b ts a Plot of the 
variation of deflection along the length of the beam. 
Again the two foundation types are compared. The second 
zone of noncontact can not easily be discerned in this 
Plot due to its relatively small displacement magnitude. 
It begins at about .6Sm and ends near • 75m. 
It appears that the method used here has 
successfully modeled the piecewise continuous foundation. 
The results vary noticeably but not significantly from 
Win~ler foundation results. This agreement appears to 
become poorer with increasing numbers of noncontact 
zones. 
19 
x(~) Y 1(m) y 2. Y~(~•W\) Y4(l-J) o.oo .6791xt0° o.oo 
-.8420xto 1 • 5500x1 o 5 o.oo C .6783x10°) (0.00) c-.2854x10;r) c.ssooxt0 5 ) 17.78 .66t5xto 0 • • 1 8 5 9 X 1 0 .z 
-.1948x101 
.4564x10~ 17.78 C.6607'lrt0°) (•.1866X10.z) C•.1957x10 1 ) c-.4s6sx10'!>) 177.80 .1073xto 0 
-.23t4xto·z 
.5839xto<o 
-.t462xto 4 177 • 80 c.101ex10°1 c-.2313xto·1.) C.5817xtO'°) c-.1420x10~) 248.92 -.tOtijxto·.z 
-. 7919xto·3 
.3655xtO'-
-.3696xto4 248.92 ( • 14 0 3 x 1 0 ·2l c-. 7946x1 o·3> C.3653xto'"> 
-.394~101> 266.70 •.1068xto·' 
-.5320x10·3 
.Jooaxto'-
-.349x10 266.70 c-.1034xto·1, ( •. 5 348X 10"3} C • 3009X1 Oc.,) c-.3s31x10+, 320.04 -. 2397x t 0· 1 
-.3osox10· 
.1369xto'-
-.2soax104 
N 320.04 ( • • 2 3 7 7 X 1 o·I) C •. 3270x 10·-+i c. t 372xt o'"> c-.2so1x104> 
0 
480.06 • .18 45 X 1 o·'-
.t264xto·! 
-.2ssax1os 
-.419tx102 480.06 { • .186 t X 1 o·Z) C.1263xto-~) C•.2543xto 6 > (•.4439xtOZ) 497.84 • 2234xt o-a .1063xto·3 •.2554xto~ 
.4229xtoz. 497.84 { • 2066X 1 o·3) c.1063xto·3> c-.2543xt0 5 ) C. 4004x10_~> 657.86 .64BBx t o·i 
-.1484xto·5 
-.4674xto4 
.9642x10 657.86 ( • 6 4 81 X 1 o·Z) C • 1 3 9 2 x 1 0 •51 C.4694x104 ) C. 9644x10-1.l 1066.BO .s192x10-2 • 2642x1 o-eo 
-.240txto 2 
-.1144xt0 1 1066.80 C .5196x10"1) C.335Bxto·') c.t067xto2> • I C•.1217?{10
1 ) 
1422.40 .s392xto·z 
.2011x1o·is 
.2os4xto 3 
-.4646x10 1422.40 ( • 5229X 1 o·3 ) c - • 31 31 x 1 o· 1> C•1590x10 1 ) c-. 2413ic10-1.> 
TABLE 3. RAILROAD TRACK WITHOUT LIFT OFF 
X(Wl) YI (rv,) Yz. Y3 (H•wt) Y4(N) 
o.oo .687txto 0 o.oo 
.2889x101 .ssoox10.S o.oo (.6800xto 0 ) 
-.211sx10-2 
(.300x10~) 
.4381x10~ 0.021 .6624xto 0 -.1847x101-0.021 
-~322sx10·2 Co 1.58 .1398xto 0 
.5066x10 .4658,clO~ 1.58 
-.9986xto-4 • • 2 1 0 4 X 1 0 -z 
C.540xtn'-) 
-.2011x104 2.11 .4402xto" 2.11 (0.00) 
.7980x10·5 
.1649xto" . 4 3.75 .144Rx10° 
-.134tx10 3.75 ( .1400x 1 o 0 ) 
.1s6sx10-~ 
.4660xto 5 .23sex10~ 7.57 .5J92x10-r (0.00) 
.4854xto 3 I\) 12.16 .s1osx10·2 .1412x10-" 
-. 7043 ... 
TABLE 4. RAILROAD ·TRACK WITH LIFT OFF 
x(~) Y, (tVl) Yz Y~(N•tn) Y4 ( IJ) 
o.oo • 8432Xt 0-'5 o.oo -?I •.166X10 1 .1ooox1 o~ 
.osss -.6395xto· 1 •.1553X10 4 .16t3x10° -.6291x10 ° 
.1815 • • 8 8 5 8 X 1 0 _,; 
-.1006x10·, 
-. 7239x 10·1 -.6211x1 o o 
.sou .2s19x10-1 
-.1242xto - ~ .1783xto·Z 
.aanx10-' 
.5306 -.1592xto-e, 
-.6215x10 -
.1925xto:; -.2256x10- 1 
.5747 -.1349vto·1' 
-.991tx10-8 
.9390x10 ~ -.2212x10-~ 
.7779 .t559xto-' 0 
-.11s6x10-e .9234x10· 
-.3526x10· 
TABLE 5. PIECEWISE CONTINUOUS FOUNDATION WITH TWO REGIONS OF NONCONTACT 
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3. ANALYSIS· OF BICYCLE WHEEL AS CIRCULAR BEAM ON 
DISTRIBUTED. ELASTIC .SUPPORT 
This section ls concerned with the further 
application of the numerical model previously developed. 
Here a bicycle wheel will be modeled as a circular beam 
on an elastic piecewise continuous foundation. The 
spokes act as a foundation which transmits rim loads to 
the hub. The phenomenon of spoke pretension unloading 
will be dealt with by assuming the foundation constant to 
be zero where ever the such unloading occurs. 
loading and the effects the presence of a tire 
ignored. 
Torsional 
will be 
The analysis of spoked wheels is well covered in the 
literature, Pippard (5), and Hetenyi (1) have illustrated 
the technique of modeling spokes as a continuous 
foundation and have solved fifth order equations 
governing such structures. Brandt (6) has performed some 
analysis using a finite element approach. None of the 
articles reviewed had made any attempt to solve for the 
case of loss of spoke pretension. 
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3.1 FORMULATION OF CIRCULAR BEAM EOUATIONS 'FOR NUMERICAL 
SOLUTION 
The first step in modeling the rim on elastic 
foundation is the derivation of the governing 
differential equations. A free body diagram of an 
incremental slice d t/> of the rim is shown below in 
Figure ,. The rim is considered to be thin. The origin 
A is at the right end of the rim element. The radial 
direction l is positive inward, the tangential 
direction ¢ is positive in the counter clockwise 
direction. The elastic foundation has both a radial 
C ~9'>) and a tangential ( ~'C.) st!f fness. 
Superimposed on the rim torees and displacements are 
displacements and forces arising from spoke pretension. 
The spok:e induced deflection '-vs as well as the variable 
deflction lU are subtracted from o., the radius of the 
unspoked rim. The spoke induced hoop compression.:> 
adds to the variable tangential force "1. The uniform 
"pressure" term e5 induced by the spokes ls added to 
tne distributed radial load term g. The possible 
effects of buckling on the wheel are allowed by including 
variable deflection over the element. 
First summing the forces in the l direction gives, 
25 
o..d¢ cJ!P ~ O 
z.. 
-i-Q + dQ 
Eliminating the second order term dlJ d ¢ and noting that 
the radial force ,Q subtracts out gives, 
dQ+5+ AJ d¢+( b + g~ - ~z w) o. dcp= O 
or 
d9+5+1'J = Q • o..J-Q-(7 d¢ ~z n D'5 
Noting that 5 =-g°' , then g1 ves 
The additional factor rn will explained later. 
summing forces in the x direction gives, 
-IJ+5-(g-~~-w)d¢sin(~+ ~ d¢) 
0 
+ (5 +/\I +d I.J )-(Q + jt{)d¢ 
or 
.27 
and finally 
N6te that the spoke induced hoop force cancels from this 
relation. 
Before finding the third force relationship by 
summing the moments about the origin it is necessary to 
take a closer look at the sign of buc~ling term. Figure 
8 is a 
labeled. 
simplified version Figure 7 with points A and B 
1 . d~ 0 If there is no change n deflection cie cf¢= . > 
the moment arm of the forces acting normal to lefthand 
side of the element, about the origin is negligibly doJ small. If d~ is other than 
~d~. 
zero the moment arm will be 
Now taking moments about the origin gives 
-M+(M+dM)+{g+g-~zw )~d<f>(d/+ *1· cl/) 
(,-, 1)-r( Q+dQ) 0. d¢-(5+kl+d1J) d¢ ti "0 
The term(t-l+d~) j~ . is observed to be nonlinear and 1s 
equated to zero. Then, 
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dM + Q+5 d GU= 0 
~cl¢ o.d¢ 
finally 
In addition to the equilibrium equations derived 
above, equations of compatibility are required. Below in 
Fi9ure 9, is again the infinitesimal element of Figure 7, 
the reference element is shown in solid outline, a 
displaced element in hidden outline. Again superposition 
is employed to combine the spoke pretension and the 
variable load problems. 
F/GiURE Cf. 
D15PLACEME NT 
DIAEiAAM 
The change in length of the element from the 
reference to the deformed state is 
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Dividing by the initial length o.. d¢ gives, 
or 
5 ,I.A.J 
noting that € = EA where A is the cross sectional 
5o. area of the rim, and noting further that c.u5= EA , 
gives finally 
dJL _ H d¢ - E.A o. + w 
A rotation perpend1cul8r to the plane of the paper 
at point A due to the tangential displacement v is 0... 
y_ 
The radial displacement a) gives rise to a similar 
rotation of 
30 
At Point B the tangential diso1acement gives rise to 
.1. f V -1- sf:!. d ¢ ) 
a , d¢ 'J , 
the radial displacement to 
The change in curvature With respect to length can 
be found by obtaining the difference in the end 
curvatures and then dividing by the initial lengtho.c{¢. ·, 
Thus, 
Where 
or 
From Hooke•s Law 
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ri.iso notln9 
"1¢, ==1! ~dz.= AE.1/4 dr.+ Af~\-x._'P dr. 
=AEtE..¢, 
( _( 0 • 
Mq, =) '!.'([;, l d z = EJ_ p-d t. ~ £12 'X 4> l dt. 
~ z z 
h 
== £"X..;,l~'dr. = EX_;, I 
- z. 
combining the above equations gives 
dV-~ + .. , d¢ - £A C,l.l 
(rr) 
Again Equations 12 through 17 can be combined into a 
single sixth order differential equation or more 
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conveniently they can be left as a set of six first o
rder 
equations. Letting -0= 3; and assigning the force and 
displacements as functions, 
V =- Y~ (x) N = Yr_ ex) 
will allow rewriting the equations in easily progra
mmed 
form. 
Some additional formulations are required
 to 
complete the model. They concern the effect of s
poke 
pretension on foundation stiffness and with the max
imum 
tension which the spokes can support. 
Appendix B contains the details of the pretension 
problem. This analysis was performed by Updike.
 It was 
assumed that the spoke•s function could be broken dow
n to 
several sets of two spokes which attach to the rim a
t the 
same point and to the hub at opposed points. A geom
etric 
analysis was first made to determine spoke elongat
ions 
corresponding to rim displacements. Strain energy 
then 
was determined by computing the change in area under 
the 
stress strain curve as tension increased 
from one 
positive value to another. The spoke constants then
 were 
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determined using Castigliano's theorem. 
Appendix C contains a curved beam analysis which was 
used to estimate the maximum tension which may be carried 
by an individual spoke. The maximum tension of 700 to 
900 newtons determined by this analysis, correlates well 
with the 450 to 500 newtons commonly used if a safety 
factor of 1.5 to 2.0 is observed. 
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3.2 VERIFICATION OF THE NUMERICAL SOLUTION TECHNIQUE FOR 
CIRCULAR BEAMS 
Verification of the differential equations derived 
for the wheel and for the computer program loaded with 
those equations, was carried out in three parts. The 
first test was of a rim without spokes under symmetrical 
point loads as shown in Figure 10a. 
P=Z.0.0J.J 
1T 
o.o 
p 
Fl,UR£ /Oo... LOADED 1-JOOP l=JGURE IOb. LOADED HOOP 
MODEL 
The exact solutions for such a case are well known, and 
here, were taken from Roark (7). 
The programmed model was as appears in Figure 10b. 
Symmetry allows dividing the rim and load in half. The 
boundary conditions used were, at ¢:. 1T. rotation and 
tangential displacement equal zero, and the radial force 
equal one half the load of 20 N. Fixed conditions of 
rotation, tangential displacement and radial displacement 
equal zero were used atQJ=o.o. 
properties used were from 
The material and sectional 
O' the mld•rage of aluminum 
bicycle wheel rims given by Juden CS), 
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• 
. . . ... ;.5,;, : ' . • . . 
EA.=4.653x10 N EI:90 N •m 
The radial and tangential spring constants were set equal 
to zero. 
To maintain consistency with Roark•s formulations 
the buckling term was omitted from the differential 
equations used in this test. The effects of this 
omission were found to be minimal with the tested load. 
The program's results agree quite closely with hand 
calculated values as seen below in Table 6. The change 
1n diameter ell. 0) is g1 ven for the horizontal and 
vertical axes. The values of bending moment, shear and 
tangential force are given at several points along the 
rim. Exact solution reference values are shown in 
parentheses below their corresponding computer generated 
'TT' 
values. Because of symmetry about z , the exact 
'TT 
solutions are only given from o.oo to l radians. The 
computer generated results differ from the reference 
values bY less than .1%. 
To further verify the functioning of the program and 
to confirm the results given bY the inclusion of nonzero 
foundation constants, the case of an infinite beam on 
elastic foundation was approximated. It was assumed that 
if only a short section of the beam were examined Cone 
third of a radian) the total curvature would be small 
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r/J (Radians) fl D (m) M (N•W\) Q \Al) IJ ( ~) 
0.0000 • • 11 91 X 1 0 ·Z 
-2.102 10.00 
-. 4221 x 10-4-0.0000 c .1192x1 o·Zl (•2.102) (10.00) (0.00) 0.3141 
-1.002 •9.511 
-3.090 o.3141 (•1.092) C-9.510) (-3.090) 0.9425 
.5693 
-5.878 •8.091 0.9425 C.5693) (-5.878) (•8.090) 1.257 1.038 
-3.090 
-9.511 1.257 (1.038) C-3.090) (•9.51 t) 1.571 
-.1093x 10·2 1.200 .2303xto·4 
-10.00 1.571 C .1093,c 1 o·7.) Cl.200) C .3673xto·4, (•10.00) w 1.885 1.038 3.090 9.510 ...., 2.199 
.5693 5.878 B.090 2.827 
-1.081 9.511 3.091 3.141 .1191x1 o-z 
-2.102 10.00 .6212x10·6 3.141 C .1192xt 0·21 
TABLE 6. LOADED HOOP VERIFICATION DATA 
enough to give the response of a flat beam, A foundation 
stiffness several times larger than would be found with 
typical spokes was employed to approximate an infinite 
beam, using EI values found in bicycle rims, 
The model was as shown below in Figure 11. The 
boundary conditions applied were that at ¢=0.0 rotation, 
and tangential displacement equaled zero and radial load 
..e 
was z. .. At </>= 1T rotation, tangential displacement, and 
radial force were zero, 
I 
¢~ P/2, 
FIGUR£ 11 • CURVED BENA o,J ELASTJC. f=OUk!DATION 
As can be seen below in Table 7 the computer 
generated data correlates very well with exact 
calculations for infinite beams on elastic foundation, 
This similarity is good for about the first one quarter 
to one third radian, As before the computer derived 
results are given with corresponding exact values in 
parentheses immediately below. The results appear to 
indicate that the computer code was working properly. 
Verifying the equatlonal representation of the 
buckling term, and determining !ts influence on the 
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¢ (Radians) (3 w (m) M. (N:m) Q (kt) 
·1 
.1322x1 o-s .9999x102. 0.000 .2187x10 .8408 
0.000 Co. oo) .,t c • 1 3 2 1 x 1 o..,;) C.8409) c.1ooox1oz.> 
0.0314 .4B99xt0 4 
• 9 9 4 2 X 1 Q-G, .1096 .4402x1oz. 
o.0314 c • 4 9 o s x 1 o· > (.9943X10-'l C.1076) C.4402xtoz.> 
0.0628 .4J04xto·4 • 4900x 1 o-(,, .1507 .9612x10
1 
0.06213 C.43tRxto·•, C,4905x10·
6 ) (.1501) C.9634xto' > 
o.0943 • 2 3 5 4 X 1. o·i • 1 41 6 X 1 O·(o .163A •.4364xt0
1 
0.0943 ( • 2 ) 7 4 X t o·+) c • 14 2 3 x 1 o-~ C.1602) (•.4338x10') 
0.1256 .Rt03xt0.i; -.1834xt0-1 .1003 
-.6644x10 1 
w 0.1256 ( • 8 3 2 2 X 1 o·4) C •, 1 31 4 X 1 O·il) (.1024) 
c-.662sx10 1 > 
IO 0.1571 • 1. 6 46x to·" •, 5 751 X 1 O·r 0.0406 
•.4544x10 1 
o.1s11 C.4135x10·"> c-.5690x10"') C.4063) -l (•.4569xtOI) 
o.2199 - • 2 1 3 tx , o-5 •• 233 Bxt o-1 .6125x10 .S099x10° 
0.2199 c - • 9 3 J 1 x 1 o·'> ( • • 2 3 0 4 X 1 0-V ) c-.6077xto-z, C.5123xt0°) 
0.2827 • • 5 q 1 q X' O·'- • 9 6 8 2 X 1 I)· r • • 4 6 4 1 X 1 O· Z. .2908x10° 
0.2827 ( • • 4 0 7 6 X 1 0-~ C • 3 8 8 2 x 1 0"/0) ( • • 461 Ox 1 o ·2) C.2888x10°) 
1).3456 -. 9527xto·1 .no4xto·8 • • 3 8 9 2 X 1 0 ·! .9896x10-
1 
0.3456 c-.8545xto·1) c • • 2 o 2 e x 1 o·e, c-.3763xto·3) ( • 9 91 2 X 1 0" 
1) 
o.4084 -.1263xto·1 • 2 9 1 9 X 1 0 •IO •.3021xto·~ •• 5524x 1 o·2 
o.4084 C•.St04xt0-1) ( • 3 5 7 9 X 1 o-'?) ( • • 3 21 0 X 1 0 -3) c-. s 39Sx 1 o-z.) 
TABLE 7
0 
STRAIGHT BEAM ON ELASTIC FOUNDATION SIMULATION 
beam 
on elastic foundation presents some 
circular 
difficulties. No exact numerical comparisons can be 
made~ onlY the general effect of using or neglecting the 
term under certain loading conditions can be compared. 
A reexamination of 
Figure a is helpful in dc.v 
of the buckling term :> ;[i • 
determining the influence 
The compressive hoop force is directed opposite the force 
This means that the 
give 
vector shown in that figure. 
buckling term in Equation (14) ls negative. Therefore a 
positive change (inward) in radial displacement will 
rise to a negative change in moment. 
dM 
will give a positive dtf., .• 
A negative ~ drf, 
A test of this can be made bY minimizing the effect 
of Q in Equation 14. Th1S 
can be accomP 11 shed bY 
employing a large spoke 
tension and a small ~r. which 
gives rise to a large 
hoop force and large 
do.> 
-d¢ 
respectively. 
These conditions along with a high (1000 
N) point load at ¢= 1f' were used in generating Figures 
12a and 12b. Figure 
12b is a plot of radial deflecti.on 
vs. </> , Figure 12a 1s 
of moment vs. ¢ . Here plots made 
with and 
without the buckling term included are 
compared. 
In the region immediately after 
,,. 
it 
-
can be seen 
2 
that the moment curve 
deflects downward slightlY more 
when the buckling term was included. The deflection curve 
~ at this point shows ·d ¢ to be positive. In the region 
40 
just ~ before + it can be seen that the moment curve 
deflects upward slightly more with the buc
kling term 
included. Examination of the deflection curv
es indicate 
~~ to be negative in that region. Clo~e to the load 
point, where the moment assumes its larges
t magnitude, 
the buckling term apparently contributes to a 
quicker and 
thus overall Qreater increase in moment. For this 
loading, inclusion of the buckling term in
creases the 
maximum moment by 20% and the variation betwe
en extreme 
moments 8M , by 23%. 
From these observations it appears that the b
uckling 
term has been correctly incorporated into
 the wheel 
model, and its effects are significant enough 
to support 
its inclusion. 
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3.3 ANALYSIS OF LOADS AND DEFLECTIONS IN A BICYCLE WHEEL 
WITHOUT SPOKE BUCKLING 
This section ls concerned with an analysis of the 
transmission of load through a bicycle wheel which is not 
subject to spoke buckling. Here, the loading was modeled 
as a concentrated inward radial force at the bottom of 
the wheel. The load•s path was through the rim and 
spokes to the hub were it was reacted out. Rim 
properties used were the same as those employed in the 
spokeless rim analysis given above. Spoke configuration 
and dimensions used were those found in typical wheel 
assemblies. They are given speclflcallY on the last page 
of Appendix B. Spoke pretension was set at 400N. 
The geometry assumed is shown in Figure 13. The 
boundary conditions were, at ¢ = O. O, bending moment, 
tangential displacement and radial force equal zero. At 
¢= lT, bending moment and tangential displacement were 
zero, while the radial load was set equal to SOON. This 
load might approximate a light dynamic road loading on 
the wheel. 
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0.0 
F"IGURE I~. T'rPI CAL 
p WJ.JEEL LOAD MODEL 
The results are shown graphically in Figures 14 
through 16. The first two Figures 14a and 14b, are 
representations of the variation of bending moment and 
rotation wlth respect to the circumferential coordinate. 
The bending moment ls negative and occurs under the load. 
It changes rapidly to the maximum positive value, then 
decays at a much slower rate to near zero. The curves 
for bending moment, rotation and radial force (Figure 
15a) and radial displacement (Figure 15b) all exhibit the 
same shapes as their straight beam counterparts. In 
addition, they strongly indicate the same characteristic 
value in a way analogous to the straight beam problem. 
This value does not and should not in any way resemble 
~ 4 c-
4
- ). , the characteristic for straight beams. It is a 
E:t 
unique value which can be determined by a closed form 
solution to the governing differential eguation. 
A second notable feature of these curves. including 
the tangential force and deflection (Figures 16a and 16b 
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• • • • •• • • • • " • - ' -:-4 • 
respectively), is that they can be partitioned into two 
separate regions. The dividing line here would appear to 
?,TI be about 4 . One is the load region just discussed, the 
second is a region in which the periodic solution has 
damped out. 
This behavior is analogous to straight beams with 
some exceptions. The radial displacement remains at a 
small, nearly constant level over the second region. The 
shear force and rotation both linearly approach zero, the 
right end boundary condition. The 
tangential 
displacement•s nearly linear approach to zero in the 
damped region indicates a column like response of the 
wheel. The tangential force plot shows it to be a 
minimum under the load. Its maximum value occurs about 
one fifth of a radian away, at a point coincidental with 
the maximum positive moment. 
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To understand the response of a bicycle wheel to 
spoke unloading, and why such problems need be examined, 
it is necessary to investigate further the 
characteristics of wheels which retain spoke tension. 
Typically loads which lead to failure of bicycle wheels 
are of a dynamic nature. such loads have associated with 
them a certain amount of energy which must be converted 
to strain energy in the structure, or be absorbed by 
plastic deformation. One important characteristic of 
bicycle wheels then is the amount of work which can be 
performed on them (or energy absorbed), before some 
component fails. 
res Uiancy. 
This characteristic is known as 
The strain energy absorbed can be quantified by the 
use of Eguation 13 below. The first integral accounts 
for the bending energy stored in the rim, the second, 
energy stored 1n the spokes and the third, compressive 
energy of tbe rim. Here also, is expressed the equality 
between the work done on the wheel and the energy 
absorbed by 1 t. 
The maximum stress that any part of the wheel or 
spokes can withstand ls dependent on a number of wheel 
4.9 
parameters. Some simplifications can be made. It can be 
seen from the plots of the standard wheel that the 
maximum negative deflection of the rim was nearly an 
order of ma9nitude less than any positive deflections. 
Therefore spoke tensile failure under heavy loading would 
be unlikely as long as spoke pretensions are not too 
high. Detailed information on rim cross sectional 
geometry was not found, but enough information was 
available to make some estimates as to which rim loads 
are most important. 
For the typical wheel case, the stress contributions 
were, 
bending moment 
spoke pretension 
tangential compression 
tension 
65 MPa 
•25 MPa 
-oo.3 MPa 
44.7 MPa 
compression 
115 MPa 
25 MPa 
00.3 MPa 
140.3 MPa 
This maximum occurs under the load, compression was on 
the outside fiber of the rim, tension on the inside 
fiber. The maiimum stress appears to be about 50\ of the 
proportional limit of 388MPa. It appears that the spoke 
induced normal stress is important and the moment induced 
stress term dominates. 
The maximum stress, then can be written as, 
so 
== M(it, EI.AE, P.o.) + f(t;) o. 
I.. A 
The first term represents the bending moment induced 
stress. It is a function of loading c.P >, the elastic foundation constant C~ ), as well as the rim cross 
sectional area C A ) , moment of inertia C I ) , modulus of 
elasticity C. E >, and the rim •s radius C. a ) • The distance form the neutral axis to an extreme fiber (C.) is also a function of rim cross section geometry. The 
second term represents the spoke induced compressive 
stress, 1t is a function of spoke pretension C~), rim 
radius and cross sectional area. For s1mp1Ic1ty the 
stress induced by buckling is not included in this 
equation. 
Clearly, reslliance is a complicated relationship. 
For the greatest resiliance internal energy stored for 
any particular loading should be maximized and the largest stress minimized. 
For a wheel assembly which does not experience spoke 
unloading, an approximation of the value of the 
resil1ance can be gained by noting that both the work done and the maximum rim bending moment are linear 
functions of load. By taking one data point then, the 
quantity of work at the presumed maximum bending moment 
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::: M(i, EI, AE, P. o.) + f(!;) o. 
.I. A 
The first term represents the bending moment induced 
stress. It is a function of loading (. P ) , the elastic 
foundation constant C ~ >, as well as the rim cross 
sectional area C A ) , moment of inertia C .:r. ) , modulus of 
elasticity c.E ), and the rim•s radius c.a ). The 
distance form the neutral axis to an extreme Uber (C.) 
is also a function of rim cross section geo,netry. The 
second term represents the spok:e induced compress! ve 
stress, it is a function of spoke pretension C ~), rim 
radius and cross sectional area. For simplicity the 
stress induced by buckling is not included in this 
equation. 
Clearly, resi l iance ls a complicated relationship. 
For the greatest res 1 liance Internal energy stored for 
any particular loading should be maximized and the 
largest stress minimized. 
For a wheel assembly which does not experience spoke 
unloading, an approximation of the value of the 
resiliance can be gained by noting that both the work 
done and the maximum rim bending moment are linear 
functions of load. By tl!king one data point then, the 
quant1 ty of work at the presumed maximum bending moment 
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can be determined. 
Below in Table 8 are the results of such an 
analysis. The first column represents the rim stiffness, 
the second spoke tension, the third critical bending 
moment and the final column, the work done on the wheel 
structure at the critical loading. 
EI (N mz..) 
65 
90 
115 
90 
T (N) 
400 
400 
400 
800 
M (N m) 
59.8 
71.1 
59.2 
66.B 
Table a. RESILIANCY ESTIMATE 
W (Nm) 
2.s 
2.B 
1.59 
2.43 
Two features of this table are of interest. One is 
that the work at the failing load is maximum at an 
intermediate rim rigidity. This would tend to support 
the idea of maximization of reslliancy. Secondly as 
might be expected, spoke tension has an adverse effect on 
the resiliancy. 
If high spoke tension adversely effects resilian~Y 
it is desirable to know how low a spoke tension might be 
used and exactly what the effects of release of spoke 
tension are on the wheel. 
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3.4 ANALYSIS OF LOADS AND DEFLECTIONS IN A BICYCLE WHEEL 
WITH SPOKE BUCKLING 
The problem of piecewise continuous foundations here 
arises from the phenomenon of spoke pretension unloading. 
In a bicycle wheel a spoke is given an initial tension 
and ls held at that tension by the rim, hub and other 
pretensioned spokes. If an external load causes a 
radially inward spoke deflection, the spoke will deflect 
as a straight column until the spoke pretension has been 
relieved. At this point the net force acting on the 
spoke becomes compressive. Because the spokes are 
slender columns they buckle under very small compressive 
loads. once buckled a spoke will support little or no 
-load. 
The approach used to solve the problem of a 
Piecewise continuous foundation, when that foundation was 
pretensioned spokes supporting a circular beam, was 
essentially the same as that used for a straight beam. 
The important difference was that rather than defining 
any region with a positive deflection to be uneffected by 
the foundation, such regions were determined by finding 
where the positive inward deflection exceeded the 
pretension deflection of the spokes. 
The solution, as before, proceeded in an iterative 
fashion. The first run was made with Winkler foundation 
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assumptions. Then, for any region found to be without 
foundation support, m was set equal to zero in 
Equations 12 and 13. Subsequent runs of piecewise 
continuous foundations "ere carried .out, and new 
boundaries found, unt11 the solution was judged to have 
sufficiently converged. Convergence was thought to have 
occurred when the difference 1n the maximum calculated 
moment was less than .1% for consecutive iterations. For 
the case analyzed this occurred within 6 iterations. 
Below in Figures 17 through 19 are plotted the 
results of analyzing the •typical" bicycle wheel of the 
previous section with a sufficient load (525 N) to cause 
spo~e pretension unloading. Each plot contains labeled 
curves depicting both the Winkler and converged piecewise 
continuous foundation responses. The extent of the 
unsupported zone is marked on each Plot. 
It can be seen that the piecewise continuous 
foundation curves have the same general shape as the 
Winkler foundation curves. The load region solutions are 
somewhat amplified and extend further along the length of 
the rim. 
Figures 17a and b deptct the variation of moment and 
rotation. The maximum moment increases more than 100%, 
6.M nearly 'Z.0% over the Winlcler foundation result, when 
spoke pretension unloading occurs. The plot of the shear 
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force variation (Figure 18a) shows that in the spoke 
pretensionless area, it builds in a nearly linear fashion 
to near the load value. Very near 1T it levels off, then 
quickly climbs to the load value. This straight 
beam•like behavior close to 'T\' is felt to be due to a 
constant radial deflection curve in that region. The 
linearly apparently was due to a sharing of the load 
between the tangential force and the shear force. As would be expected the radial deflection of the 
rim was greatly increased in the zone where it was no 
longer spoke supported. This zone extends some 1T 1 .· 
radians to either side of the load point. The load was 
transmitted to the spokes 1n the region away from the 
load zone as indicated by the increased negative spoke 4
3Tr 
deflection between ,, and o.o radians. This 
redistribution of load in the case of loss of spoke 
pretension was reflected in the overall increase 1n the 
tangential compression, over the Winkler case, as shown 
in Figure 19a. It was also indicated in the more 
pronounced variation in tangential displacement of Figure 
19b. 
An important consequence of the nonlinearity of this 
problem is that the deflection of the rim is no longer a 
linear function of load. Therefore, the determination of 
worK perforMed must be made by either running a number of 55 
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load cases to outline the shape of the load vs. 
deflection curve in the nonlinear region, or by employing 
Equation 13. In using the latter technique, it should be 
noted that the second integral of Equation 13 is good 
only over the re9ion of the wheel not subject to spoke 
unloading. The energy stored in the spokes in the 
balance of the wheel is the energy absorbed by the spokes 
up to the point of their buckling. 
These energy calculations, once the load 
displacement solutions to the piecewise continuous 
foundation are obtained, are relatively simple and will 
not be carried out here. They will provide essential 
information in determining wheel resil!ancy if spoke. 
unloading is allowed. 
An examination of the stresses in the rim for the 
load condition solved for above indicates that the 
failure stress has not yet been reached. The stress 
components are 
bending moment 281 MPa 
spoke pretension 11 MPa 
tangential compression 25 MPa 
317 MPa 
The proportional limit again was approximately 388 
MPa. Thus, in this case, reaching the point of spoke 
unloading was not in and of itself indicative of wheel 
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failure. It would appear that • technique for ~a1yzing 
bicycle wneels with spoke buckling allowed, has been 
successfullY developed. Important aspects of the wheel'• 
response to loading can be determined·bY examining the 
computer output generated using tnis technique. c1earlY 
there is much more room tor investigation into th1S 
problem, OnlY one part1cu1ar set of wheel parameters and 
loading has been analyzed here. In order to develoP an 
understandin9 of the·overall re1at1onsh1P between wheel 
parameters and resiliancY manY such runs need be made, 
~1so, it should not be thought that resil1ancY 1• the 
onlY criterion bY which wheel performance can be 
measured. It is onlY one means of determining what might 
be best for certain types of 1oad1nQ. 
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4.'CONCLUSION 
In conclusion it 
appears that the 
technique chosen for so
lving the problem of
 
numerical 
piecewise 
continuous foundation
s has been successful.
 The results 
of analyzing railroad 
track data agree quite
 closely with 
the results obtained by
 Kerr. The differen
ces between 
analysis results usi
ng Winkler foundation
 assumptions, 
and the analysis resul
ts obtained where be
am-foundation 
separation was allowed,
 were not significant.
 It is felt 
though, that a better 
understanding of the l
imitations of 
making Winkler found
ation assumptions has 
been gained. 
The straight beam analy
sis also provided a sta
rting point 
for developing solutio
n results for bicycle 
wheels. 
Various tests of the c
urved beam formulation
s that 
were carried out led 
to correct results. T
he results of 
analysis both with and
 without spoke bucklin
g appear to 
be reasonable. A rap
id convergence was obt
ained for the 
buckled spoke case ana
lyzed. 
The results of the num
erical analysis of the
 case of 
a bicycle wheel with s
poke buckling are sign
ificant. It 
has allowed the pre
cise determination o
t stress and 
displacement terms, whi
ch as expected vary gr
eatly from 
those obtained from 
wheels with no spoke b
uckling. one 
important characteri
stic of the wheel 
that can be 
carefully examined w
ith the rigorous info
rmation made 
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available with this technique is wheel res111ance. 
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